
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH is done best using a human-to-human approach, but when being in person 

isn’t an option or it puts you and your team at risk, we are ready to back you up with the next best thing.

Reach out to your Directions or SEEK contact or email 
info@seekcompany.com to discuss these options

Utilizing a platform that allows ‘face-to-face’ interaction 

with the people you are hoping to serve, we can uncover 

insights, test concepts, etc. 

Online In-Depth Interviews

Similar to an online focus group - we leverage creative 

activities to uncover deeper insights or test concepts. 

Online Consumer Connects

Gather inspiration and in-the-moment context from 

shoppers as they share in-store experiences directly 

from their smartphones. Digital shop-alongs leave you 

with shopper-generated insights, inspiration, and 

understanding without stepping foot in store. 

Digital Shop-Alongs

We bring single-line ideas to consumers to understand 

their desired experience of the idea, including rich 

sensory cues, emotional drivers, and product 

experience cues. 

Holistic Design Online

Interact with individuals where they’re already 

spending the most time - their smartphones - great for 

in-context/in-the-moment learnings.

Mobile Moments

Online ethnographies designed with creative, customized 

activities leaving you and your team with human-inspired 

themes and insights relevant to your brand. 

Netnography

Social listening and hand-coded analysis that allows 

you to tune into what people are already saying about 

your brand or a topic.

#NoFilter
Mine the web for the latest and most relevant trends 

impacting your brand and category. Trends are 

categorized and used to inspire new ideas.

Trend Spotting

Gather gut responses to concepts by interacting with 

consumers online. Unique activities allow us to 

understand what resonates with consumers and 

provide direction for continued development of ideas.

(ONLINE BOARDS)

Online Concept Testing

Observe one-on-one video conversations with your 

consumers to validate concepts or propositions by 

uncovering specific needs and pain points and 

identifying ways to make these concepts more 

relevant and appealing.

(IDI–ONE-ON-ONE VIDEO) 

Online Concept Testing


